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Nov 10, 2014 · WFZ, its official name, is an open source software application for wireless networks. It uses peer-to-peer technology to share files over local area wireless networks. WFZ contains several applications which range from file sharing, network management, web sharing to pure chat. Some of the features are WFZ has built-in chat support. It's a great chat app with file sharing, and is only
required to be run on the computer you want to share files on. Apr 24, 2015 · wifislax-4.3-rc2-i586.iso; wifislax-4.3-rc2-i586.iso. Public. 2. Data Packager-Beta, 1. Wifislax is an open source network traffic analyzer for 802.11 wireless networks. Wifislax allows you to watch 802.11 wireless networks and their associated client stations in real time, and use its powerful Wireshark-like interface to
manually capture the packets it sees. Wifislax contains several applications which range from file sharing, network management, web sharing to pure chat. Some of the features are Wifislax has built-in chat support. It's a great chat app with file sharing, and is only required to be run on the computer you want to share files on. * When the application is properly configured it can work as a native sharer.
* WiFiSharing is a distributed, peer-to-peer file sharing system. * WiFiSharing is an implementation of WFZ, which can serve as a native sharer or a network manager, providing file sharing services to other WiFi enabled devices. * WiFiSharing incorporates all of WFZ's features, and adds network management and web sharing. * WiFiSharing supports peer-to-peer file sharing of large amounts of
data, with support for streams, peer-based encrypted communication, and a built-in web server. * WiFiSharing can run as a native sharer, a network manager, and/or a native web server, but it can do all of those things, and more. * WiFiSharing is designed to be simple, and its architecture allows for pluggable components. * WiFiSharing can use a variety of advanced features, including encryption and
security, which can be configured at any level. * WiFiSharing can be used on your own WiFi network, or to share your WiFi network with 82157476af
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